December 5th – Hitting the Target:
A Bulls‐Eye Approach to Student‐Branded Résumés
Presented by Danny Huffman, MA, CEIP, CPRW, CPCC, author, publisher, and owner of Education Career Services
Synopsis: In a recent survey conducted by the Graham Management Group, 1,000 résumés were evaluated; the findings were
alarming while the lessons can be an empowering tool securing student advantage. Employers are seeking candidates who stand
out, who prove their value in a skills‐based branded résumé, and who speak the right language.
Professional résumé writers and career coaches have been eliminating elimination factors for years. We’ll uncover these factors
along with strategies to address them. Secrets will be revealed as we review techniques, gain insightful tips, and confirm what it
takes to capture a hiring manager’s eye.
Begin Before the Beginning (Slide #2)
Too often, job seekers begin crafting great career documents in the wrong place. For example, many begin by thinking about what a
résumé is “supposed” to look like. They might pull up an online web‐based program, Word template, or look at examples of other
people’s résumés, which, while making sense, is wrong on so many levels.
A résumé begins long before sitting down to type. You must conduct company research, a job‐posting needs analysis, and take
advantage of keywords. Ultimately, placing your students in the employer’s shoes and considering the best way to present value to
an organization is the foundation of any successful campaign. In other words, rather than worrying what your career material looks
like, think about why it looks a certain way. What is the logic and strategy behind each document? For example, why is a hiring
manager looking at résumés and what does she or he want?
Is the hiring managers thought: “How can I help this person?” If he or she wants to keep their job, it isn’t. Keeping the record straight
and to eliminate any confusion, the hiring manager is thinking one thing and one thing only: “How can this person help us?”
Graham Management Group Survey (Slide #3)
 Targeted focus: 29% did not reveal a targeted/focused clear objective
 Value proposition: 97% had no value/sales proposition
 Measurable accomplishments / Relevancy lacking in all but few
 Spelling and grammar: 70% had errors
 Design and format: 96% nearly identical to common templates found on the Internet, books, and web‐based applications
Employers seek candidates who (Slide #4)
1. Speak the right language
2. Prove their value
3. Stand out
To be successful, career documents must:
 Capture the hiring agent’s attention by selling value
 Control his or her eye through placement and prioritizing
 Deliver hard‐hitting, quantifiable, and relevant achievements
 Meet the hiring agent’s needs
The strategies we are about to discuss sets the foundation guiding student career success.
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Speaking the right language begins with the job posting (Slide #5)
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Job Title: Technical Writer II/ posted on Indeed October 16, 2011
Company Gulfstream
Location Savannah, GA
Job Description Position Purpose:
The Technical Writer II is responsible either individually or with other team members for the writing of major portions of publication revisions, its
contents, and business processes. Supports the complete workflow process to ensure successful completion of each revision cycle and distribution
to technical publications. This includes support for various quality processes to ensure accuracy, ease of use and time delivery of each revision cycle
in the Technical Publication environment. The Technical Writer II will be working under general supervision
Principal Duties and Responsibilities
Essential Functions:
1) Consults with internal and external customers to identify current materials necessary to create/revise technical manuals to support the
department/corporate operating priorities. Provide input to management on new processes or technology for integration into the Technical
Publication business model. Develops complex solutions to overcoming technical data issues introduced by outside suppliers for incorporation
into existing manuals. Publications.
2) Conducts, reviews, analyzes, technical documents required to gain a thorough understanding of how complex systems operate and how they
are to be integrated into technical manuals to provide the end user with the level of text and graphics to support the efficient return to service
of the aircraft system.
3) Works in a team environment ensuring all internal department workflows and business processes are followed for issues relating to producing
and delivering technical publications and the Computerized Maintenance Program (CMP) to meet the end users requirements.
4) Works in a team environment with internal/external customers in the development of specific project requirements of source data to ensure a
seamless incorporation of new data in the publications environment.
5) Provides liaison with Technical Operations, Completion Center, Production and/or Completion Engineering, and Service Center personnel to
derive information and ensure its approval. Resolve discrepancies, through coordination of these activities.
6) Provides input to team leadership of new ideas in order to provide decreases in department costs or improvements to increase department
revenue. Writes detailed description of user needs, program functions, and steps required to develop or modify computer programs.
Other Requirements:
Strong technical writing and communications skill are required.

Ability to read and interpret blueprint and Engineering Orders. Must have a good working knowledge of aircraft tools, test equipment,
vendor coding, parts nomenclature, maintenance procedures, and of aircraft equipment and maintenance.
Unique Skills Required:

Proficient with MS Office Products including Word and Excel.
Experience/Education Required:
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience in English, Engineering, or other relevant subject and at least two (2) years of related technical work
experience required. Two (2) years related experience, to include experience in using Standard Graphic Markup Language (SGML) editing systems
or related software applications experience.

ONETonline.org (Slide #6)

Tasks
 Organize material and complete writing assignment according to set standards
regarding order, clarity, conciseness, style, and terminology.

 Maintain records and files of work and revisions.
 Edit, standardize, or make changes to material prepared by other writers or
establishment personnel.

 Confer with customer representatives, vendors, plant executives, or publisher
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to establish technical specifications and to determine subject material to be
developed for publication.
Review published materials and recommend revisions or changes in scope,
format, content, and methods of reproduction and binding.
Select photographs, drawings, sketches, diagrams, and charts to illustrate
material.
Study drawings, specifications, mockups, and product samples to integrate and
delineate technology, operating procedure, and production sequence and
detail.
Interview production and engineering personnel and read journals and other
material to become familiar with product technologies and production
methods.
Observe production, developmental, and experimental activities to determine
operating procedure and detail.
Arrange for typing, duplication, and distribution of material
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TagCrowd: Your Competitive Advantage (Slide #9)
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TagCrowd.com is a web application platform used to visualize word frequencies by creating what is popularly known as a word
cloud, text cloud, or tag cloud.
Here’s what the home page looks like:

Copy/paste the advertised job posting into the open text. TagCrowd then lists which
words/phrases are emphasized. Make sure you include these key works in your
documents. For example, let’s review the administrative assistant posting highlighted
above:

You’ve Found a Right Fit, What’s Next
(Slide #12)
Let’s take one step at a time: Read each
word from the posting thoroughly and, if
you feel you are qualified, complete a Needs
Analysis of an Advertised Position Worksheet
before the cover letter and résumé is prepared
and sent.
The intent of this step is to match company
needs with your qualifications.
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Proving Value, Creating Claim Credibility (Slide #14)
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Now we’re getting to the meat of the résumé. Everything so far has all been teasing the reader. We’ve made claims, but we haven’t
really proven anything yet; now we will. To do so, we’re going to be employing strong bulleted proof statements. The following
goal/effect/success activity provided by Regina James‐Dorsey, Assistant Director, Hegi Family Career Development Center.
Describing “duties” or “responsibilities” in an effective manner can be a tough task. One way to simplify the process is to break tasks
into three distinctive components:
1.

Goal: The objective or purpose of the task

2.

Effect: The outcome or result of the task

3.

Success: The benefit of the task and how the contribution positively impacted the organization

As an example, let’s consider a common task of answering the phone:
Answered phones? I know what you’re thinking: Most three to four year old children can get this right so what’s the big deal? As
stated, there’s nothing special. But if we consider changing the statement by applying the Goal, Effects, and Success process,
something comes from nothing.
1.

Goal: To answer the phone and direct to appropriate staff

2.

Effect: Answer the phone quickly and efficiently

3.

Success: Minimized the amount of time a caller had to wait on the phone

Revised/Final Statement:


Directed callers to appropriate staff quickly and efficiently, minimizing caller wait time.

Time for students to practice! Describe and revise one simple task using the Goal, Effect, and Success process.
1.

Goal:

2.

Effect:

3.

Success:

Your Revised/Final Statement:
Breaking down responsibilities into a goal, effect, success process helps prepare you to develop material as well as gain confidence
during interview sessions. Another key element in creating résumés that get you noticed is to express accomplishments as strongly
as possible. To help you better organize your contributions, let’s examine the following performance, action, and result strategy.
Performance, Action, Result (PAR) in Action (Slide #15)
Think about how you would respond to the request: Tell me about a challenge you recently experienced and how did you react to it.
It’s not easy to answer but expect it to come up. As we just looked at the role goals have when developing a strong bulleted
statement, the following provides us with a different way to portray (in writing and during an interview session) value offered. Use
the example on the left column as a guide. Use the column on the right to detail your PAR in action. For those claiming no problems
have been encountered, you are most fortunate but reconsider and think harder.
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Accomplishment Worksheet
Breaking the process down to basics, have students complete worksheets similar to the one provided below for each situation.
Identify the initial problem, describe the action taken, and evaluate the result.
Situation #1
Problem
Action
Result
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Résumé, there is a purpose (Slide #21)
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Here’s the scoop: The purpose of a résumé is to introduce you to a potential employer. To best introduce you, it should be concise,
yet detailed enough to demonstrate career progression, skill sets, and education. There’s a potential to bring in too much noise that
ends up watering down the information that a hiring manager is interested in seeing. So be careful. Let’s review two résumé samples
as well as what a really BAD résumé (with critique) looks like.
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Really bad résumé sample followed by résumé critique (Slide #22)
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Placing the pieces together (Slide #23)
With the information gathered, creating is simply a matter of putting the pieces together. The following worksheet is a guide for
your convenience. Depending upon the knowledge, skills, abilities, contributions, objectives, job posting, etc. your students offer, a
résumé and cover letter is the tool to get noticed and in the door.
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Résumé worksheet/guide/takeaway
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(Slide #24)
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Once your résumé has been written, engage in some quality control by completing the following check list:
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Bottom line: empowering students = lifelong career success (Slide 25)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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Market Value: To effectively identify and communicate VALUE to prospective employers. In other words, résumés must
clearly communicate bottom line results and organizational contributions job seekers can produce and deliver as well, or
better, than other qualified candidates.
Differential Factor: When students strategically develop résumés, they must define the differential factor (DF). The DF
represents highly valuable skills, qualifications, and other “employment assets” that set a job seeker apart from other well‐
qualified candidates; that make them STAND OUT. When you help your students identify their DF, you’ll provide them with
a distinct advantage in landing a job quickly in the toughest of job markets.
Confidence Builder: When you help your students design and create their self‐marketing résumé communicating value and
attributes setting them apart from their competition, your students gain a whole new level of confidence in themselves,
their ability to promote themselves, and their ability to remain upbeat and positive throughout the job campaign. They will
be proud of what they are marketing…namely themselves.
Résumés Open the Right Door: Exciting, well‐presented résumés open doors of opportunity that otherwise would not open
for job seekers with look‐alike, blend‐in‐with‐the‐other‐résumés. Indeed, their résumés will race to the top of the pile
because it bellows out to employers, “this is what I can do for you, why I am a good fit for your company, and the best
candidate for the job.”
Job Seekers Will Become a Stronger, More Effective Interviewer: When students possess résumés with a focus on the
interview, they begin developing key messages they’ll eventually want to communicate in an interview to win the job.
Career lifecycle habits: As stated before, these exercises and habits apply to all job searches, whether it’s for the private or
federal job market.

Graham Management Group Survey Revisited (Slide 26)







Targeted focus
Value proposition
Relevancy
Measurable accomplishments
Spelling and grammar
Design and format

Danny Huffman is an experienced college instructor, program chair, and dean of academic affairs offering over 12 years as an
executive in retail/corporate human capital management. His area of expertise within the career management industry has been
shared with audiences ranging from 5 to 500 throughout multiple arenas across the United States, including colleges and
universities, national/regional conferences, Workforce Central Florida, and The Florida Diversity Group, just to name a few.
To date, Danny authored over a dozen career management publications, including textbooks, workbooks, and career guides. Visit
www.edu‐cs.com for a complete listing.
A certified résumé writer, a certified employment interview professional, and a certified career coach, Danny can be followed at
dannyatecs or reached directly at dhuffman@edu‐cs.com.
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